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Abstract—This paper introduces a new active speech obscura-
tion with speaker-dependent human speech-like noise (HSLN)
for speech privacy. Recently, speech privacy is regarded as
an important issue in open public spaces such as hospitals,
pharmacies, banks, and so on. To protect speech privacy, speech
obscuration methods utilizing HSLN have been studied. HSLNs
are designed by superposing various speech signals and speech
obscuration is achieved by hearing the target speech and HSLN at
the same time. Conventionally, HSLN is designed with the pitch
of the target speech as the sole speaker-dependent character-
istic. However, additional speaker-dependent characteristics are
required because the performance of speech obscuration is still
insufficient. Therefore, we propose a speaker-dependent HSLN
design method for effective speech obscuration that uses the third
formant frequency of the target speech in addition to pitch as
speaker-dependent characteristics. The third formant frequency
is related to voice quality, which depends on the shape and
length of the vocal tract. It follows that the proposed method
can effectively mask the target speech by the HSLN considering
the pitch and third formant frequency, which are analyzed from
the speech. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, private information leakage has become
an increasingly serious social problem [1]. It is particularly
problematic in open public spaces such as hospitals, pharma-
cies, banks, and so on because other people might overhear
private information. Sound absorption and sound insulation
walls have been used to protect against speech leakage, but
these approaches are often not practical because they require
putting thick walls without gaps between the speaker and
listeners.

To solve this problem, human speech-like noise (HSLN)
[2], [3] for speech obscuration has been attracting attention.
HSLNs are designed by superposing various speech signals
and are used as a masker signal for informational masking
[4], [5]. Informational masking is defined as the degradation
of the speech intelligibility of a maskee embedded in a context
with the masker. Informational masking often occurs in cases
where the characteristics of the HSLNs are similar to those
of a speech signal with speaker-dependent characteristics. The
optimal condition for masking a speech signal is when the
HSLN is designed by a target speech signal. However, it

may be uncomfortable for the target speaker to design an
HSLN with his or her own voices. Therefore, HSLNs are
generally designed by the speech signals of other people. In the
conventional method [3], the HSLN is designed considering
the speaker’s pitch and using the speech signals of other
people to effectively mask the target speech. However, the
performance of the conventional method is insufficient because
the conventional HSLN is designed considering only the pitch
as a speaker-dependent characteristic.

In this paper, we propose a speaker-dependent HSLN de-
sign method for effective speech obscuration that considers
the speaker’s third formant frequency [6] in addition to the
pitch. The third formant frequency is related to voice quality,
which depends on the shape and length of the vocal tract.
The proposed method analyzes the pitch and third formant
frequency of the target speech as speaker-dependent charac-
teristics. Then, an HSLN with characteristics similar to those
of the target speech is selected from an HSLN database. This
database is designed in advance by classifying the speech
signals of other people for each characteristic. In this way,
the proposed method can effectively mask the target speech
by using the HSLN. Evaluation experiments were performed
to determine the effectiveness of the proposed method.

II. RELATED RESEARCH FOR SPEECH OBSCURATION

Auditory masking is the phenomenon where listeners find it
difficult to perceive an affected sound due to the presence of
other sounds [4]. The affected sound is called “maskee” and
the other sounds are called “masker”. Informational masking,
which is one type of auditory masking, is defined as the degra-
dation of the speech intelligibility of the maskee embedded in
a context with the masker [5]. Informational masking often
occurs in cases where the speaker-dependent characteristics
of the maskee and masker, e.g., the speech contents, pitch,
and voice quality, are similar to each other [6]. The optimal
condition for masking a speech signal is that an individual’s
own voice is used as the masker.

There have been various studies on the designs of human
speech-like noise (HSLN) [2], [3], which is the masker for
informational masking, for use with speech obscuration. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of speech obscuration using HSLN.
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Fig. 1. Speech obscuration by HSLN.

Fig. 2. Design of HSLN.

As shown, the HSLN is emitted to the target listener from
a secondary loudspeaker and speech obscuration is achieved
by hearing the target speech (maskee) and HSLN (masker)
at the same time. On the other hand, the HSLN might not
interfere with conversation for the non-target listener since this
is emitted to only the target listener. Figure 2 shows the design
of an HSLN. The HSLN h(t) is designed by superposing
various speeches as

h(t) =

I−1∑
i=0

s(iT + t), (1)

where t(0 ≤ t < T ) is the time index, T is the length of
the HSLN signal, s(t) is the connected speech signal, and
i(0 ≤ i < I) is the index of the superposing numbers. To
enable more informational masking, the conventional method
[3] designs the HSLN considering the speaker’s pitch by
superposing the speech signals of other people. However, it is
difficult for the conventional HSLN to mask the target speech
signal because it considers only the pitch. It is necessary
to consider other speaker-dependent characteristics for more
effective speech obscuration.

III. PROPOSED SPEECH OBSCURATION METHOD WITH
SPEAKER-DEPENDENT HUMAN SPEECH-LIKE NOISE

In this paper, we propose a speech obscuration method with
speaker-dependent HSLN for speech privacy. The proposed

HSLN is designed considering the speaker’s third formant fre-
quency [6] in addition to the pitch, which is the sole speaker-
dependent characteristic used in the conventional method [3].
The third formant frequency is related to voice quality, which
depends on the shape and length of the vocal tract. Hence,
the proposed method can effectively mask the target speech
by using HSLN with a consideration of additional speaker-
dependent characteristics of the speech signal. We assume that
the target speech is a single worker in an open public space
and that the condition of the speaker does not greatly change
(i.e., the speaker-dependent characteristics barely change.)

Figure 3 gives an overview of the proposed method. To
analyze the target speech x(t), which is captured from the
microphone, the frame-divided target speech x̃(m;n) is ob-
tained as

x̃(m;n) = x(mN + n), (2)

where m is the frame index, n(0 ≤ n < 2N) is the
time index in the frame, and N is the shift length. The
proposed method designs the HSLN ỹ(m;n) corresponding to
the target speech signal x̃(m;n) frame by frame. In the first
step, the pitch f

[x̃]
o (m) and third formant frequency f

[x̃]
3 (m)

are computed by cepstral analysis and LPC analysis of the
target speech x̃(m;n), respectively. Then, the proposed frame-
divided HSLN ỹ(m;n) is selected using f

[x̃]
o (m) and f

[x̃]
3 (m)

from the HSLN database. This database, which consists of the
speaker-dependent HSLN h̃α,β(m;n), is designed in advance
by classifying the frame-divided speech signals of other people
s̃j(m;n) into separate classes, where j is the index of frame-
divided speech signal and α and β are the indexes of the pitch
and third formant frequency, respectively. The proposed HSLN
y(t), which is designed by overlap-adding ỹ(m;n), is emitted
from the secondary loudspeaker to the target listener. In the
proposed method, speech obscuration is achieved by hearing
x(t) and y(t) simultaneously, the same as the conventional
method [3].

The details of the design and the selection of the speaker-
dependent HSLN are discussed below.

A. Design of database for speaker-dependent HSLN

First, the pitch f
[s̃j ]
o (m) and third formant frequency

f
[s̃j ]
3 (m) are computed in advance by cepstral analysis and

LPC analysis of the frame-divided speech signal of other
people s̃j(m;n), respectively. Then, the frame-divided speech
signal s̃[α,β]j (m;n) is classified into Cα,β according to

Lα ≤ f [s̃j ]
o (m) < Hα, (3)

Lβ ≤ f
[s̃j ]
3 (m) < Hβ , (4)

where L and H are the lower and upper limit frequencies
of each class Cα,β , respectively. Then, the speaker-dependent
HSLN h̃α,β(m;n) is designed as

h̃α,β(m;n) =

Jα,β−1∑
j=0

s̃
[α,β]
j (m;n), (5)
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Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed method.

where Jα,β is the superposing numbers of the frame-
divided speech signal x̃(m;n) in the class Cα,β . A database
for speaker-dependent HSLN that consists of the speaker-
dependent HSLN h̃α,β(m;n) is designed in advance.

B. Selection of speaker-dependent HSLN

The proposed method determines the class Cα′,β′ from the
speaker’s pitch f

[x̃]
o (m) and third formant frequency f

[x̃]
3 (m)

according to

Lα′ ≤ f [x̃]
o (m) < Hα′ , (6)

Lβ′ ≤ f
[x̃]
3 (m) < Hβ′ , (7)

where α′ and β′ are the indexes of the class for the pitch
and third formant frequency, respectively. Then, the proposed
frame-divided HSLN ỹ(m;n) is designed by selecting the
speaker-dependent HSLN h̃α,β(m;n) in class Cα′,β′ as

ỹ(m;n) = h̃α′,β′(m;n). (8)

The computational cost for the proposed method is O(n) =
nlogn per frame and the proposed method realizes real-time
processing.

IV. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

We performed objective and subjective evaluation experi-
ments to determine the effectiveness of the proposed method.

A. Experimental conditions

In the objective experiment, we evaluate the perceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [7] of the evaluation
sounds. The PESQ represents the evaluation index of speech
quality. In the subjective experiment, participants answer the
utterance content of the evaluation sounds and we evaluate the
word intelligibility rates of those sounds. Evaluation sounds
consist of the following:

• w/o fo, f3 [2]: The conventional HSLN without the
speaker-dependent characteristics

• w/ f3: The HSLN with the third formant frequency
• w/ fo [3]: The conventional HSLN with the pitch
• The proposed method
• w/o HSLN

Table I lists the classes for each HSLN design. Evaluation
sounds were emitted two times from a secondary loudspeaker
(FOSTEX, FE83Fn) driven by a power amplifier (BOSE,
1705H). Participants were two females and five males in their
twenties. The HSLN was designed using the sound sources
from the database [8]. We utilized ten words from the database
[9] as the target speech. The experimental environment was
an ordinary office (LA =45.8 dB). The sampling rate, quan-
tization, and shift length were set to 16 kHz, 16 bits, and
960 points, respectively. The gain ratio G between the target
speech and HSLN was set to -3 dB calculated as

G = 20log10

∑2N−1
n=0 |x̃(m;n)|∑2N−1
n=0 |h̃(m;n)|

. (9)

B. Experimental results

Figure 4 shows the results of the objective evaluation exper-
iment for the PESQ. Horizontal axis represents each condition
for speech obscuration and vertical axis represents the average
of the PESQ. Lower values mean higher performance in
speech obscuration. As shown in the figure, the proposed
method has the lowest PESQ compared with the other meth-
ods. When only f3 or fo is used to design the HSLN, the
PESQ is almost the same as that for the conventional method
[2]. This demonstrates that f3 and fo should be used to design
the HSLN for effective speech obscuration.

Figure 5 shows the results of the subjective evaluation exper-
iment for word intelligibility rates. Horizontal axis represents
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TABLE I
CLASS FOR EACH HSLN DESIGN

Third formant frequency f3 Hz
f3 < 2700 2700 ≤ f3 < 3100 3100 ≤ f3

Pitch fo Hz fo < 125 C1,1 C1,2 C1,3

125 ≤ fo < 160 C2,1 C2,2 C2,3

160 ≤ fo < 200 C3,1 C3,2 C3,3

200 ≤ fo < 250 C4,1 C4,2 C4,3

250 ≤ fo < 315 C5,1 C5,2 C5,3

315 ≤ fo C6,1 C6,2 C6,3

Fig. 4. Objective evaluation results for PESQ.

Fig. 5. Subjective evaluation results for word intelligibility.

each condition for speech obscuration and vertical axis repre-
sents the average word intelligibility rates. Lower values mean
higher performance in speech obscuration. As shown in the
figure, each method using HSLNs has a higher performance
than those without HSLN. In particular, the proposed method
has the highest performance and its differences are significant
(p < 0.05). In addition, the proposed method unquestionably
achieves speech obscuration because its word intelligibility
rate is lower than 20 % [8]. This demonstrates the necessity
of HSLN design that considers both pitch and third formant
frequency for speech obscuration.

The results of these experiments demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed HSLN design method. On the other hand,

it is important to accurately estimate both the pitch fo and the
third formant frequency f3 for high performance of speech
obscuration in these methods. Thus, in order to apply the
methods to real environments, it is necessary to independently
estimate the pitch and the third formant frequency for multiple
speakers.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a speaker-dependent HSLN
design method for speech privacy in open public spaces.
As speaker-dependent characteristics, the proposed method
considers the third formant frequency, which is related to
voice quality, in addition to the pitch. Experimental results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. In
future work, we will expand the proposed method for use with
multiple speakers.
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